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Applebee's.
expresses
interest
in Murray

0

Restaurant could
open in two years

'Spreadheads ' bring
own flavor to show
BY KRISTA MATHENY
STAFF W RITER

Chaos rod e into Murray State when
the followers of Widespread Panic
descended on campus to share their
love of music.
_ Followers of the band, nicknamed
"Spreadheads", converged when Widespread Panic played, at the Regional
Special Events Ccnt~r last night, bringing their patchwork clothes, dreadlocks
and hippie philosophy with them.
Jessica Hornsby, Montgomery, Ala.,
decided to go to the concert at the last
minute.
"Tf I didn't h.we good credit I could
not have gone," she said. "I decided to
go at 10:30 this morning. A friend caJled
me and said he had room in his car for
one more, and I called and got a ticket,
then called him back and said I'd go."
Hornsby said she is thinking of treating herself to a summer of WSP after
she graduates from Middle Tennessee
State University.
"I would go on tour with them," she
said. "My parents would freak out if I
did now, but maybe when I graduate,
as a present to myself."

BY SHELLEY STREET
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The parking lot of RSEC was lined
with cars from a variety of places. "Follow the Music" gleamed in neon blue
letters next to a Widespread Panic sticker on a dirty blue sedan with Iowa
license plates. Spreadheads were walking their dogs and selling T-shirts at the
same time.
"We bring our dogs because we came
from thousands and thousands of miles
away," one Spreadhead named Jason
said. "They are our family. Some people bring their kids. We bring our
dogs."
Down the lot, a family consisting of a
mother, father and three children in
WSP shirts, sold T-shirts with a sign
posted on the side or U1eir RV proclaiming "Family needs tickets so we
can bootleg."
Some people were looking for a
cheaper way to get into the show,
including Jon Knotty from St. Louis. He
said this was his 15th or 16th WSP show
as he held up his cardboard sign stating
"Rock child needs a miracle" as he took
swigs of his Coors beer.
"The people you meet here are kind,

'

Photos

by Karri Rubeck/The News

(Top, from left) James Tra)'nor, Wil Chatmorc and Mark Douglas were
various "Spreadheads" and fans who took part in various pre-concert
activities in the Stewart Stadium parking lot Thursday night. (Above)
Lead singer John Bell sings the opening song of the concert.

Plea..o;e sec SPREADHEADS/14

Band welcomes Murray State students 'to the Panic '
BY BRANDl WILLIAMS
EorroR

ASSISTANT COLLEGE l1FE

I lost my virginity last night.
I knew it when Brent Thompson,
vendor from Asheville, N .C. took my
hand and said, "Welcome to the Panic."
The Widespread Panic show held last
night at 8 in the Regional Special

Events Center was my first interaction
with the group that has become a traveling phenomenon.
Every person I spoke to about it
being my first show kept telling me the
same thing, "You are going to low it."
And they were right.
As soon as the lights went down,
eager ''Spreadheads" rushed to their

~eats.

There was no introduction and
the band didn't speak to the crowd .
The six band members walked on
stage, picked up their instruments and
began to play without hesitation for an
hour. Everyone was on their feet and
everyone was dancing.
"It's pretty spiritual," Colleen Jarrett,
Moab, Utah, said. "This show will be

good bt>causc it's the end of the tour."
Not everyone agreed with Jarrett's
religious connections with Widespread, but they all say they are there
for the music.
" I don' t know about spiritual or anything, I just like the music," AI Smith,

The largest U.S. franchisee of Applebee's has "every expectation and desire''
to open a restaurant in Murray, said Bill
HilJiard, executive vice president of
Thomas and King, Inc in Lexington.
"Assuming that our research confirms
what we believe, that Murray is a good
place for an Applebee's restaurant, then
I would assume we would build one
there within the next couple of years,"
he said.
John Williams, director of the MurrayCallaway County Chamber of Commerce, said he has been contacted by the
company.
"I can confirm that Applebee's has
been to Murray and has looked," he
said.
He said company officials wanted
information about the town's population, traffic counts, households within a
30-mile radius. the number of University students and details about the tourist
draw of nearby Land Between the
Lakes.
Hilliard said Thomas and King has
identified some suitable building sites,
but currently has no binding contracts.
He ~id the company must still identify
one site as prime, gain approval from its
executive committee and then gain
approval from Applebee's International,
Inc.
"A Jot of things have to happen
between now and then," he said. "A lot
of balls are still in the air."
Hilliard said the process of identifying
a site, building a store and hiring and
training employees normally takes
about nine months to a year, but he said
Thomas and King does not yet have a
specific timetable for the Murray pro-

ject.
"We are looking at alternative sites
there with the intention to build one, but

Please sec CONCERT/14

.

Laura Deaton/

Financial difficulties may cause
'The Shield' to fold after this year
BY JONATHAN WATKINS
STAff WRITER

After 77 years of publication, "The Shield"
may go to press for the last time this year.
"The yearbook has been on a financial
decline, and this year it has finally reached a
point of financial crisis," Co-Editor in Chief
Carl Williams said. "At this point. without a
tremendous amount of financial support
from the University. lhere will be no yearbook next year."
Williams said the deficit after this edition
will be mort! than $10,000.
The financial decline began about 1991,
when Kentucky's state universities had to
scale back funding. Co-Adviser Ann Landini,
journalism professor, said University officials

were forced to remove funding from many
areas at that time.
Williams said "The Shield" has not been
able to compensate for the loss of University
funding.

"Being able to financially support a marketing person to sell ads and market the book is
not possible because of lack of funding," he
said. "We ha,·e to rely solely on income that
comes in from book sales."
The problem could be eliminated with University support, Williams said.
"We could get back into place some things
like marketing the book, getting our name
out there and building a good reputation on
campus where people will want the book,"
he said.
Yearbook sales have dropped sharply dur-

New-.:
After sending out notices,
the University and the
administration changed the
December graduation time
from 7 p.m. to 10 a.m.
•see Page 7

The NeW'.i

"The Shield"
Sports Editor
Clayton Leigh
sorts through
statistics while
Arts and
Academics
Editor Danielle
Cubberlay
alphabetizes 440
faculty pictures
in the yearbook
office
Wednesday.

ing the past few year~.
Allen White, journalism professor, has been
co-adviser for eight years. He said yearbook
sales each year have averaged about 1,500
since he became an adviser, but sales began
to drop in 1998. This year he projects the staff
will selll,OOO yearbooks.
"The Shield" conducted a stud<-nt survey
this year to find out why .students have lost
interest in buying the books.
"ln that survey, ,.,,.e found that half the pt..'Ople did not purchase it because they fell the
cost of the book was too high, and an overwhelming majority of people were not even
aware that we had a yearbook," Williams
said.
''The Shield" began working to rebuild its

ViewPoint
Afif Hamdan
discusses how the
U.S. government
continues to ignore
displaced
Palestinians.

Please see SHIELD/14

CollegeLife ·
We offer tips
on how to
get ready
for winter.

•see Page 5

Pl~ase sec APPLEBEE'S/14
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Alpha Gamma Delta and
Alpha Tau Omega are eligible
for the national flag football
tournament Dec. 27-31 in New
Orleans.
•see Page 11

Check out OVC
Tournament coverage
of the volleyball team
in the sports section at
www.thenews.org.
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Forecast

Today:
Partly cloudy
High: 51
Low: 31
Saturday:
Scattered
showers
High: 43
tow: 27
Sunday:
Partly cloudy
High: 43
Low: 26
Monday:
P,artly cloudy
High: 48
Low:29
Tuesday:
Partly cloudy
High:46
Low: 26
Wednesday:
Partly doudy
High: 43
Low: 25
Thursday:
Sunny
High: 50
llow: 46

Source.
'Th6 Weather ChaM&!
www.wealher.com

'
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Correction
An article in the Nov. 17 issue of
"The Murray State News" incorrectly said Terrence Tillman, senior
from Memphis, was an Alpha Phi
Alpha member. The article also
shou ld have said the Phi Beta
Sigma members involved in the
incident were not from Murray
State's chapter.

National Scouting Museum
movestolnring, Texas
The National Scouting Museum
was open for the last time Thurs·
day. Workers will now begin the
process of moving it to Irving,
Texas.
Officials named lack of crowds as
the main reason for the move. Murray State's campus has housed the
museum since 1986.
According to an article in "The
Paducah Sun," the move to the
more metropolitan area in Texas
will take about four months. The
museum's collection of 500,000
individual artifacts includes 54
original Norman Rockwell paintings.
Sid Easley, Murray State Board of
Regents chairman, told "The Paducah Sun" the University may use
the building for a College of Health.

Students to celebrate
human rights with party
The Baha'i Student Association
will host "Human Rights Party"
from 2 to 4 p.m. Dec. 3 in the Curris

NEWS
How to
reach us ·-

ampus
Center Danct? Lounge.
The party will commemorate the
United Nations' adoption of the
Universal Decln ration of Human
Rights on Dec. 10, 1948. The declaration will be read at the party and
the festivities will indud.e game~,
door prizes, music, refreshments
and a human rights wash bowl.
Admission to the event is free .

State environmental cabinet
recognizes MSU recycling
Murray StaiP was among 10
schools and businesses in Kentucky
to be recognized by the Resources
and Environmental Prott.>ction Cabinet on Nov. 15 for measures taken
toward recycling.
The America Recyclc•s Day Phmning Committee selected the
"Who's Who in Recycling" winners
from 24 nominations. The University informs its student:., personnel
and the local commumty about the
benefits of recyding through events
and di.c;tribution ot informational
materials to local schools.

University musical groups
to perfonn holiday favorites
The Symphomc Wind Ensemble,
Jazz Band and several ~mall enst>Jnble~ will present a concert of holiday favorites at Lo,·ctt Auditorium
on Monday at 8 p.m.
The Holiday Brass Quintet will
perform in the lobby of the auditorium at 7:40 p.m.
Admission is free.

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4 468
College Life: 762-4480
VIewpoint: 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
Advertising: 762-4478
Fax: 762-3175
E-Mail: thenews@murraystate.edu

Russ Oate./The News

Finals approach: (clockwise from left) J onatha n Hosford. frcshman. from Murray; Emily
Lloyd, sophomore from Salem, Ill.; Wendolyn Gray, j unior from Padu cah; and t a kreshia Blackwell,
j unior from C la rksville, Tenn., study for a C hemistry 122 test In Waterfield Libr ary on Wl>d nesday.

Rape Crisis Center needs
donations for program
The Rape Crisis Center needs
items for its hospital ad\'ocacy program and is requesting donations.
New medium, large and extra
large :;ize s\veat pants and !>Wcatshirts are 1wcded, as well as wornen's underwe.u sizt.>s 51 6 and 8.
Travel-size toothbrushes are also
requested. These items are given to
individuals hospitalized for sexual
assault.

For more mformation on donating items, or to learn about vulunteer opportunities, contact Kelly
Hicks at 534-1-!22.

UPN-24 solicits support for

set up donation bins at Fred's DolJar Store, Wal·Mart ,md Big l.ots in •
Murray and at K-Mart in Mayfield.
Toy contributionc; can be placed
in the bins and they will be distrib- .
uted locally.

Toys for Tots Campaign
UPN-24 has teamed up with local
businesses and the U.S. Murine
Corps Reserve in the 2000 Toys for
Tots Campaign, which lasts until
Dec. 10.
Television station representatives

Campus Briefly is compiled by
Assistmlt College Life Editor Brandi .
Williams tmd Assistant Nt'WS Editor
Silt'lley Stn'ef. •

THENEWS.ORG FEATURES SOME OF THE SAME CONTENT THAT GOES INTO EACH fRIDAY'S
EDITION OF "THE MURRAY STATE NEWS."

IT IS UPDATED EACH THURSDAY NIGHT.

News: http://www.thenews.org/news.htm
College Life: http://www.thenews.org/life.htm

V'.ewpoint: http://www.thenews.org/opinion.htm
Sports: http://www.thenews.org/sports.htm
_ Online: http://www.thenews.org/online.htm

www.thenews.org

··~

Are You Looking To Build
Experience For Your Resume
Before Graduation?
"The Murray State News" is looking for
qualified individuals to ·fill the
following positions:
*Ad Sales/(4 positions open)
*Business Manager
(Now Hiring for Spring Se mester. Interviews will be 11ext week.)

leasons to Apply
.I Competitive Wages
.I Gain Experience
.IA Fun Place To Work

••
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Grand jury indicts Cunningham; •PoliceBeat
Thursday, Nov. 23
two cases will go to circuit court
STAFF REPORT

A Calloway County grand
jury returned two separate
indictments against Ray Cunningham,
senior
from
Louisville, on Tuesday.
The indictments mean the
grand jury found enough evidence in the cases to send
both to trial.
Cunningham
will
be
arraigned in Calloway County Circuit Court on Dec. 11.
He is expected to enter a plea
then. Cunningham will then
either face an out-of-court settlement or a jury trial.
One case involves seconddegree burglary and firstdegree ~xual abuse charges.
The other case, which

RAY
CUNNINGHAM

senior, Louisville

H E FACES
BURGLARY
AND SEXUAL
ABUSE
CHARGES.

emerged after the first incident was reported, involves
attempted first-degree sexual
abuse and second-degree burglary charges.
The charges stem from incidents reported to have
occurred in Regents College
on Sept. 23. Cunningham was
arrested Sept. 28.
Cunningham is one of two
seniors on the Racer basketball team. He is a returning
starter at shooting guard. Following' his arrest, Cunningham was suspended for three
games and missed one week
of practice.
Cunningham returned to
the court on Tuesday night
against Division II ColoradoColorado Springs.

Monday, Nov. 27

6 p .m . A false fire alarm sounded at Wilson Hall. Contractors were working on
the system.

Friday, Nov. 24
10:51 a.m . A false fire alarm sounded in
the Sparks Hall south elevator because
of problems with a detector.
8:19 p.m . A false fire alarm sounded at

8:.22 a.m . A Wrather We:;t Kentucky
Museum staff member reported an
alarm and requested an officer to walk
through the building. It was secure.
12:48 p.m. A s tudent reported the theft
of a backpack and its contents from the
Univers ity Store.
3:16p.m. A student reported the theft of
bicycle scats from the Franklin College
west bicycle rack.

the Crisp Center in Paducah.

to report her car had been hit sometime
the previous day.
9:18 p .m . A Racer Patro l member
reported skateboarders on campus west
of Lovett Auditorium. They were gone
when an officer arrived.
Racer Escurt.'i - 1
Motorists Assists • S

Crime Preve11tion Tip
Tlzis is lite time of year wllm textbooks arc
mostlikt'ly to Lie stolen.

Tuesday, Nov. 28
Saturday, Nov. 25
12:35 p.m . A natural gas smell was
repor ted on the Expo Center north side.
Nothing was found.

Sunday, Nov. 26
4:34 a.m. An officer transported a prisoner to the Murray Police Department
for the city police.

3:34 a.m. A false fire alarm sounded at
Hart College.

Wednesday, Nov. 29
10 a.m . Two s tudents at Hart College
argued , with one throwing his keys and
hitting the other. The incident was
reported to Housing. University Police
did not receive a criminal complaint.
12 p.m. A student came to Public Safety

Make sure yaultave your name inside all
your textbooks. An idmtifying mark on a
certain page mtmber wilt make your books
t•a:;ier to identify if samcone tries to sell
tllt'/11.

Police Bt•at is compiled by Shelley Street,
assistant ttews editor, from materials
ami/ablt• from Public Safi•ty.

WantA
Challenge?
OFFICER

MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM
Call today for available services!
Free installation- new customers!

TRAINING

SCHOOL

VIDEO SUPER STORE

Enroll in the Air Force Officer Traning School Jn just 12
weeks, as a commissioned officer. you'll enJOY great pay,
complete medical and dental care. 30 days of vacation each
year, plus the opportunity to travel and see the world
\.
A
To discover how high a career in
l~JJ.tlf
the Air Force can take you. call
~• . 1- 800 - 423-USAF, or VISit our
•••
website at www .airforce.com

Your Added Convenience
Movie World Now Has
2 Locations!"
*-7 1 4

U.S.AIRFORC•

At Last.u

*HIGH-SPEED INTERNET
*CABLE TELEVISION

1\1. 1 i!t:h !it:.

..JCPenney §hopping Cent:er

*- New Locat:lon at:
Murray Kroger

TOP DOWN U

The " Power" to Choose is Yours!

753-5312
40 1 Olive St.
Fax: (270) 753-6494

Who moved the date
fOr graduation?

The Brothers of LX would like to
congratulate our new initiates
'kns of
tliousaruls of/lu•oplc
will need blooc cluriru;
tlie liolidays. •
,St dlwomfcriru;
11.fiat to _giri?

+

Amerlcan Red Cross

look Whili GIH ol
S25 AMonth Can GBI Your
Kld5lhB5B Days.

Help your kidsout with college. a fi~t car.
or a ftr$1 home. W1th compelllivf intert>sl
rates, It's amazmo wh(ll a gift of U.S
SavHlgs Bonds can do for your kids.

Call toll fref; l800·4USBOND.

Be
an
Become a
Kentueky Organ Donor.
For more information call:

1-800-525-3456.

Austin Dickerson
Jason Ferris
Jimmy Jones
Shane King
Chris Ladwig
Brent Luebke
John Simms
Stan Torzewski
Todd Veach
Brandon Williams
Wade Wolfe
Congratulations to brother Darin Shock
for winning the zooo Best Stand Alone Cartoon
from the Associated Collegiate Press.

753-7670
I
I
I
I

I
·I
I
I

II
I

· ··•· ···•• II
' ;I

Tanya Key,
Renee Howard
and Melinda Lowe
are happy to
welcome
Jana Mason to
Family Haircare.

>c::>Family Haircare<=><
506 Suite C N. 12t·h St.
(located behind Suh\'\iay)
Olyn1pic Plaza., M ua·a·ay
Hours: Mon., Tue., Thurs., Fri. 9 a. m to 6 p.m.;
Sat. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

*Ask how you can get a free
shampoo, cut & style.
Christmas drawing for
Paul ~itchell gift packs.
No purchase necessary

Shampoo, Cut, & Style
$12- women • $10- men
MSU - 1 Oo/o OFF
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ViewPoint

VIEWPOINT EDITOR: LOREE STARK

PHONE:

762-4468

Our View
Issue:
THE

ADMINISTRATION

Week

HAS PROPOSED A
PLAN THAT WILL
WAIVE OUT-OFSTATE TUITION
FOR PROSPECTIVE
STUDENTS IN

Do yo4 think AI Gore
should concede?

BORDERING
STATES.
POSITIO N:
THE

ADMINISTRATION
SHOULD BE
APPLAlJDED FOR
11

THEIR
RECRUITMENT

1DON'T

REALLY EVEN

EFFORTS AND FOR
MAKING

CARE."

EDUCATION MORE
AFFORDABLE FOR
OUT-OF-STATE
SHANA SIEVE

STUDENTS.

senior, Desloge, Mt$$

11
1

THINK HE

SHOULD. THE
WHOLE flORIDA
RECOUNT IS A
LOAD OF
CRAP."

A.J. BURNETT
semor, Paducah

The time has come for
prospective out-of-state Murray State students who couldn't afford the tuition.
A new plan will waive outof-state tuition for new 2001
students from Illinois, Indiana, Missouri and Tennessee,
allowing them to pay in-state
tuition for selected universities in their home state while
attending Murray State.
For example, new students
from Illinois can attend Murray State for the same tuition
as Southern Illinois University
at Carbondale.
If the administration wants
to increase enrollment, this is a
big step in the right direction.
Although Murray State has
offered other financial breaks
for out-of-state students in the
past, this could be the deciding factor between Murray
State and an in-state college or
university near a student's
home.
The administration clearly
had prospective students in
mind when devising the new
plan.
Some Kentucky taxpayers
may feel that the new plan
will use their tax dollars to
support students from other
states.

The Murray State News
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In the Nov. 30th edition of

"The Paducah Sun," Kentucky
Council on Postsecondary
'
Education
President Gordon
Davies said he thought conflict might occur when consid- ·
ering some students may take
their knowledge back to their
home states after graduating.
Sure, some students may
return home with their education, but many will also see
Kentucky as their new home
after residing on campus for
four years.
Geographically, the plan
makes perfect sense. Many
prospective students who live
in the border states live as
close to Murray State as they
do to several of their in-state
colleges.
By taking advantage of the
new plan, the University gives
students the chance to leave
their state and experience
something new without having to pay out-of-state tuition.
All in all, the administration
deserves a pat on the back for
a job well done. The plan will
be beneficial to prospective
students and the University
as a whole. Hopefully, we will
see other innovative plans
comparable to this in the
future at Murray State.

STUDENTS

"YES, HE
SHOULD. HE

•Your Views

WOULD BE
RESPECTED MORE
f

BY THE NATION
IF HE DID."

lEVI BURKETT
scphomore, lui<#J, til.

11

YES, BECAUSE
HE lOST."

semor, Zububu, Ga

"YES.

IT HAS

GONE ON TOO
LONG."

(

Disability series appreciated
To the Editor:
I want to express my appreciation for your paper's current feature series on students with disabilities. These articles have
introduced 4S to some impressive people on this campus, who,
through their endeavors to
achieve things the rest of us take
for granted, have shown us the
real worth of a college ed ucation. Thanks for this important
journalistic work.

Squire Babcock
Regents College Head
Associate Professor of English

Job opportunities available
at Kentucky Sheriffs' Boys
and Girts Ranch
To the Editor:

ROlliN FERNANDEZ

/reshman, Memphis, Tenn.

Loree Stark/ The News

NEWS
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071 -3301
e-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Jason Yates
Ed1tor in Chief

Greg Stark
Associate Editor

Lisa Wheat
News Ed1tor

Loree Stark
Viewpoint Editor

Melissa Stoneberger
College Life Editor

Jason Billingsley
Sports Editor

Seth Frank
Online Editor

Ryan Brooks
Photography Editor

Kristin Hill
Chief Copy Editor

Slone Hutchison
AdvertiSing Manager
"The Murray State News" is prepared and
edited by students under the advisershtp of
Joe Hedges. Opin1ons expressed are those
of the editors and other signed wnters.
These opin1ons do not necessarily represent
the view of journalism faculty or the University. This is an offtcial publication of Murray
State University

I would like to take this opportunity to let your students know
of a great summer job opportunity available at the Kentucky
Sheriffs' Boys and Girls Ranch
for the summer of 2001.
Our camp is toea ted in
Gilbertsville - about 20 miles
east of Paducah and 30 miles
north of Murray- at Kentucky
Dam Village State Resort Park.
We are a non-profit summer
youth camp for needy children
in Kentucky between the ages 8
and 11.
We are currently looking for
young men and women who
have a special interest and talent
for nature activities, sports and
recreation, arts and crafts, g.1mes
and skits, music, swimming and
water safety, life guarding and
general supervisory skills. We
have positions open for general
counselors, head counselor and
monitor. Our camper to counselor ratio is approximately 10to-1 .
The camp program runs for
nine weeks during the summer
months, which includes one
week of pre-camp training. The
pay is somewhat higher than
most camps' pay, with room and
board included. Counselors and
staff are required to live on the
property; however, adequate
time off during each session is

arranged.
gency help to pets. Murray State
I would like to urge any stu- stUd~t;lt~ are pa~ticipati~g in the
dent interested in working with program's most recent project,
"at-risk" children and making a building dog houses for needy
difference in their lives to please pets. For information, phone
contact us for an application.
Karen at 753-1164.
We may be reached at P.O. Box
The "fixed for Life" Campaign
57, Gilbertsville, Ky., 42044. raises funds and distributes
Phone 270-362-8660, fax 270- information to help prevent the
362-7534
or
e-mail birth of unwanted puppies and
kshranch@apex.net for more kittens. Volunteers and suggesinformation. Also, you can visit tions for fund raisings are welwww .kysheriffsranch.com.
come. Please phone Jean at 759Please keep in mind that this is 5236 for more information.
not an easy job; however, it is
Volunteer opportunities in
very rewarding. It requires sta- humane education, newsletter
mina and determination on the production, public relations, the
part of each and every person Bark in the Park event, the annuinvolved. These jobs are well al yard sale and the annual holiknown for being some of the day bazaar are available.
The Humane Society of Calmost difficult jobs you will ever
have, but also the most reward- loway County, a United Way
ing.
member agency, is working to
If you are willing to devote prevent cruelty to animals,
your time'and energy to helping relieve suffering where possible,
unfortunate children this sum- -and extend humane education to
mer, please contact us for an make our community safer and
application. We will begin the more livable for animals and
ll.iring process early in January, people.
so contact us as soon as possible.
We welcome volunteers ~tudents, faculty and others. For
more information, please phone
Ray Stoess
our
volunteer coordinator Jane
Ranch Director
Combs at 753·5740 or our mesVolunteering possibilities sage line nt 436-6250.

available at Calloway
County Humane Society
To the Editor:
The "College Life" section of
the Nov. 10 issue of "The Murray St.1te News" drew students'
attention to ,·olunteering possibilities in the community. Unfortunately, the article "Organizcltions help animals, need workers'' failed to mention the most
obvious local animal welfare
organization, the Humane Society of Calloway County.
The Humane Society, with 25
years of service to animals and
people in Murray and Callow<~y
County, offers numerous volunteering opportunities.
We take animals to visit the
elderly in nursing homes
through our anima !-assisted
therapy program. This is a very
rewarding activity. Anyone
interested should phone the
director at 436-2453.
The animal assistance program
provides non-medical emer-

-

?L'Q

Katharine Cohen
Humane Education Director
Humane Society of Calloway
County

Corrections needed on
tillman article
To the editor:
I would like to respond to the
article concerning the weekend
scuffle that occurred at the Phi
Beta Sigma annual state meeting
dance. A couple of corrections
need to be made.
First, Terrence Tillman is not
an Alpha Phi Alpha member.
Second, Tillman's football career
is irrelevant to the incident that
happened. Tn the future, "The
Murray State News" needs to
employ better resources.
Personally, I feel the article is
one-sided . The police were
wrong in some of their actions,
therefore they feel they have to
cover up their wrongdoings. My
purpo~ is to state the students'

..

side of the incident.
First of all, Terrence Tillman
was
wrongfully
charged.
Because of his past record of
fighting, the police automatically
assumed Tillman was the cause
of the verbal dispute. The article
stated as officers moved to arrest
Tillman, his group of friends
blocked the police. That is very
untrue! Tjllman·' s group only
asked the officers what was
going on. Any normal person
would want to know why their
friend is being arrested.
1t was also stated 40 or 50 students were outside the b<11lroom.
Actually, only 10 or 20 students
were outside the ballroom when
the incident happened.
The next issue at hand is the
unnecessary use of pepper
spray, a.k.a. crowd control.
Interim Director of Public Safety
Mittie Southerland said pepper
spray is supposed to be used
only when a person wants to
avoid causing physical damage
to a person.
The situation .:tt hand did not
demonstrate a need to cause
physical d.1mage to ,,nyonc. It
should not have been used in the
first place.
,
Furthermore,
Soutlwrhmd
went on to say the pepper spray
was used because .m officer's
gun was being pulled at. Wrong!
The officer pulled the gun out at
his own leisure. No one was conflicting with him when he decided to pull his gun out. Even several witnesses saw his clip fall to
the ground.
Moreover, the officer who
used the pepper ~pray used it in
a wrongful manner. Many innocent by:;tanders were sprayed .
One witness wa~ hospitalized
because of the officer's bad judgment. Another witness's cont,tcts
were ruined. And Tillmnn was
sprayed alter he WiiS handcuffed. No one was in immcdiilte
danger to stimulate a need for
pepper spray. The officers m,uic
a "mountain out of a mole hi ll.''
If Terrence Tillman hctS to be
put on trial, then the arresting
officers should be put l)n trial
also.
Leanne Harvey
Senior

Lawrenceburg

"The Murray
State News"
welcomes
commentaries
and letters to the
editor. Letters
should be 300
words or fewer
and must be
signed.
Contributors
should includt•
addresses and
phone numbers
f<'r verification.
Plt.>ase include
hometown,
classification,
title or .relation:ship to the University. ''The
Murray State
News" rese.n.'es
the right to edit
for style, length
and

content.
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U.S. government ignores displaced Palestinians
In My

Opinion

AFIF
HAMDAN
" IT'S AS IF
PALESTINE
OWNS SOME
OF THE
BEDROOMS IN
A HOUSE, BUT
ISRAEL POLICES
THE
HALLWAYS."

Even after brokering the return of
the Kosovo refugees, the U.S. govern·
ment continues to ignore the enduring problem of d isplaced Palestinians.
As Serbs stormed parliament in an
outburst of violence, cheered by the
Western powers, U.S. President Bill
Clinton proclaimed: "The United
StateG stands with people everywhere
who are fighting for their freedom ."
It would, of course, be wonderful if
this were true, but it isn't. Palestinians
have also been fighting for their freedom in recent days, at far greater
human cost than the Serbs, but somehow the United States hasn't been
standing with them.
If the Palestinians were black South
Africans, Israel would now be a pariah state subject to severe economic
sanctions, strongly supported by the
United States. Its development and
the expansion of settlements in the
West Bank and Gaza strip would be
seen as a kind of apartheid.
The original inhabitants of Palestine
are only allowed to live in a tiny fraction of their own country, surrounded

by settlements, bypass roads and border areas that cut its territories into
separate cantons.
Yes, Palestine does have its own ter·
ritories, but Israel controls access to
them and the ways between them. It's
as if Palestine owns some of the bedrooms in a house, but l~rael polices
the hallways.
I have never heard an American
news agency describe the rock-throwing young Palestinians as "prodemocracy demonstrators." Yet that
would be an appropriate description
of people who, after 52 years of brutal
occupation, are in the streets to
demand self-determirlation.
No true peace, for both Palestinians
and Israelis can be achieved unless
Israel, the United States and the whole
world recognize the well-documented
injustices done to the Palestinian people. The dispossession, dispersal and
continuing oppression of the Palestinian people continue and constitute a
grave injustice, probably the gravest
injustice inflicted on one people by
another since World War II. The

Anger arises toward SGA
following Dogstar concert
In My

Opinion

jOHN
GIBSON
" ... WHAT MADE
THIS PROBABLY
ONE OF THE
WORST
CONCEIU'S

I HAVE

EVER. ATIENDED
WAS THE
ORGANIZATION."

Guys, 1 am sure most of you who
have read my past commentaries (yes,
all two of you ... thanks again, Mom
and Dad) probably think I am one of
those guys who enjoys complaining
about everything. At one point, I may
be tackling an unnerving and perplexing issue such as "bumping'' and then
at the very next moment take pot
shots at Winc;low's scrambled eggs.
Heck, 1 have even complained about
my weakness with resisting catchy
advertising campaigns.
So, I guess it is time I pay a few compliments. Actually, I think the new
paint job of the rt.>Sidential colleges is
fairly nice. I am positive the large
amount of money and time spent on
the paint could not have gone to a bet·
ter cause - certainly not beefing up
security in the stadium parking lot, or
providing new scholarships. As far as
Winslow goes, despite the fact the
eggs may not enjoy occupying my
stomach, I have to say the food, for the
most part, is quite nice (especially the
spicy fries) .
Well, now that the compliments are
out of the way, I'll get to the subject of
today's commentary about a day that
will live in the atmals of history {at
least in my mind). Was it Dec. 7, 1941?
Or July 4, 1776? Or was it Dec. 31,

1999?
No folks, the day of which I speak
was Nov. 17, 2000, for it was on this
day Dogs tar came to Lovett Auditorium. I also lost much respect for the
Student Government Association's
event staff on this day.
Yes, I remember the cold November
day well (I guess I kind of should, seeing as how it was only two weeks
ago). For weeks the anticipation of
seeing Keanu Reeves, famous for his
role as Paul Sutton in the film "A
Walk in the Clouds," had been building, and my friends and Twere all too
overjoyed when the 17th rolled
around. Hey, I'll admit it, we were pri·
marily there to see Reeves, also well
known for his portrayal of Julian
Gitche in the 1993 film, "Even Cowgirls Get the Blues."
In the hopes of possibly getting a
decent seat, as well as maybe by some
freak chance getting the opportunity
to see Reeves pull a Ted "Theodore"
Logan and play a little air guitar prior
to the concert, we arrived at about 6
p.m., an hour before the doors were
supposed to open
We of course were not the only ones
who arrived early. Several dedicated
fans of Dogstar and Reeves were in
line, all gathered outside the door:.
eagerly awaiting for the clock to reach
7p.m .
The time fmally arrived, and several individuals in line were a little
annoyed with the fact they were still
standing in the cold. The annoyance
soon turned into displeasure at about
7:30 or so, and by 8 (when the concert
was actually supposed to start) this
had grown into fuU-blown anger.
Periodically, the mob was informed
by event staff representatives of slight
problems with the sound. later (about
7:45 or so) we were told the band now
needed to do a sound check, and it
would only be another 15 minutes or
so. At one point during the "15 min-

utes," one representative attempted to
answer our questions by asking us to
raise our hands. I can see this working
in a classroom where it is warm and
people are not wishing you dead, but
not in the long line waiting outside of
Lovett.
WeiJ, after about a half hour {that's
"15 minutes" in event staff time), the
doors were opened (it was now
roughly 8:15 or so). And here is where
the proverbial excrement really
smacked into the fan.
As was expected, several individu·
,,l., hoping to snap a picture of the star
of "Johnny Mnemonic" began firing
away with their cameras. But, apparently this was not allowed (although
on no fiiei or ticket stub was it stated),
and the event staff was quick to try
and stop people from taking pictures.
I have to admit, although 1 was quite
irked when one staff member threatened to confiscate my film, it was
rather humorous to see a flash go off
and one of the staff members jogging
do\\.'fl the aisle in an attempt to "regulate."
Sadly, watching the attempted prevention of photography by the event
staff proved to be more enjoyable than
the concert itself. Not that the group
{whose bassist, you may recall, starred
as johnny Utah in "Point Break") was
bad. They were not exactly the most
lively of bands I have seen, but they
did not sound bad.
No, what made this probably one of
the worst concerts I have ever attend£>d was the organization. J realize the
concert is over. Keanu (who was featured in the video for PauJa Abdul's
"Rush Rush") is gone. Now SGA and
the event staff have other things to
plan. Many irate concert-goers would
have enjoyed the performance more
had it not been for the things I mentioned. Perhaps something can
learned from this.
For example, if photography and
cameras are not permitted next time,
mention it beforehand and have peopleat the doors checking for the items.
Also, I realize some bands may not
wish to be photographed, whether it is
because of the flash or other reasons,
and yet some do not mind at all. If the
band' doesn' t want their pictures
taken, make an announcement, I
assure you, most of the people taking
pictures would have shown more
respect for Dogstar's requests than for
the staff members patrolling the aisles
using threats.
l will compliment SGA and the
event staff on their handling of the 3
Doors Down concert, as well as being
able to get Sinbad and his brand of
family-oriented humor. 1 was quite
impressed with both performances.
like I said, maybe problems like the
ones I have described can be avoided
with future events. I fully realize nothing can be done about what happened. But it was still necessary to
bring to light the feelings of several
people that went to see the concert. 1
just hope when we get the Wild Stallions here, there are no problems.
Man, Wild Stallions rule.

Palestinians are not an abstract problem to be solved, but are human
beings entitled to basic human rights
just like any other people.
During the past few weeks, more
than 300 Palestinians have been killed
by the Israel Defense Forces, 65 of
whom were age 17 or under. About
8,000 have been injured, including
some 1,200 who will be permanently
handicapped. Thousands of people
are leaving their homes at night
because of the risk of shooting and
missile attacks. Several hundreds
have already lost their houses. Thousands of others, including my family,
are living in fear, wondering when it
will be their turn.
When Israel "doses the territories,"
110,000 Palestinian workers cannot go
to their jobs, raising the already high
unemployment rate among Palestinians living in the occupied territories.
The roads that connect towns and villages are off limits to the Palestinians,
who are turned back at the roadblocks. About thrfe and a half million
Palestinians are unjustly confined in a

a-\

eignty over East Jerusalem, the w est
Bank and Gaza Strip;
3. A human solution to the Palestinian refugee question. Those Palestinians who were expelled in 1948 still
live scattered in various countrie:.,
and still carry refugt.>e passports, as
they are still statclt.>ss .1fter 52 years.
The United States and lsr.lt>l can
force Arafat to sign a thous.md ceasefire agreements, but even Arafa t w ill
not be able to subdue the people's
resistance to <X'Cllpation. The s uffering and hatred caused by Israel's
occupation is very present and the
wounds it has inflict('d are deep .
Palestinians, with an brileli military
base and a military posilion bordering
their houses, and foreign s oldil'rs
examining their papers .md bruta lizing them, are an occupied people. The
fact remains no Il!ltion can tolerate
being occupied by another nation,
and an occupied people will d o their
utmost to resist.

Aft! Hamdan is a graduate !>ludml f rom
West Bank. Pafesthu:.

n~ c;.oo T~Vc;.f: ,
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MA~IJUANA?

This town didn'+ hJve a clue.
Election craze needs resolution

If this election gets any more
fouled up, where will we tum?
I was trying to weigh all of
the directions this could possibly go, and I think l know what
will happen. In a surprising
tum of events, today the U.S.
Supreme Court will htm over
all of its authority to the fmal
word: Judge Judy.
That's right friends, the fate
of our nation will be left up to
the only person who is more
obnoxious than all of the Florida lawyers. Judy will hear five
minutes of testimony from each
of the candidates, telling each
of them to "shut up" no fewer
than 30 times. Then she will
make a decision that will rock
the nation.
Seeing Vice President AI
"Sour Grapes" Gore is so diluted he doesn't even know when
to french kiss Tipper .mymore.
She will recommend he undergo intense shock tht!rapy. She
will then reaffirm Texas Gov.
George W. Bush is the winner
of Florida's 25 electoral \'otes,
and thus the winner of the ek>ction.
OK, so that probably is not
the way it is going to tum out,
but would that be any worse
than the way things arc going
right now? This was once a
great country, a country where
the law had the final word, not
the lawyers. But it shouldn't
really come as a shock to us
that this has happened.
In a country where people
fohn Gtbsoll is a junior history major from
sue for anything, is it really sur-

1lt>ndcrson.

big prison. Food is scarce and the supply of gas is running out. Basically we
are under *ge.
History cannot be erased. Israel
exists, and lsraelis are also human
beings. Yet Palestinians today are
demanding only 22 percent of the
land they once had in its entirety.
Israelis can only claim they have
attempt£>d to reach peace with the
Palestinians after they offer the Pales- ·
tinian people a fair share, after they
withdraw their tanks and soldiers
from Palestinian land.
Until Palestinians feel their right of
self-determination has been respected, there can be no peace. The following gestun.•s constitute "leaving no
stone unturned" in the pursuit of
peace:
I. The dismantling of the Jewish
settlements in the occupied territories,
including the Jewish neighborhoods
built in East Jerusalem after the Six
Day War of 1967;
2. The recognition of a Palestinian
state with East Jerusalem as its capjtal,
which means Palestinian full sover-

prising that there are lawsuits
for a fair election? I would say
if Gore can go on and steal this
thing, the Mets wHI immediately sue the Yankees for having a
superior team that helped them
win the World Series.
Anyone can probably guess I
lean toward Bush in the first
place, but I can still be objective
about this thing. Look at the
aforementioned World Series. I
wanted the Mets to win. Who
in their right mind would want
the Yankees? But the Mets lost.
Sure, I was mad. I cussed and
walked around in denial for a
couple of days, but after
reviewing the game tapes two
times and watching it in slow
motion for two days, the Mets
still lost. That is how it works.
Someone wins and someone
loses. End of story.
I lose all the time. Whether its
a woman, a ball game, a foot
race or a card game, it is never
fun. That doesn't mean that I
lie, cheat and steal until I've
changed the rules of the game
and overturned th(' outcome.
This isn't a country where we
have a coup after an election to
overthrow the person who
won. Sure, this hasn't come to
violence yet, but what's the difference? The outcome will be
the same if we allow Gore to
steal the presidency.
At the beginning of this
recounting process, I was sure
it wouldn't last long. Now I'm
only sure that I don't know the
country I have grown up in

anymore. My country would
never allow such a thing. I
think that country is still out
there, but I'm not sure it
includes Floridc1. I don't know
if those people could elect a
person for dog catcher at this
point.
To bring up another point
about Florida that has been
beaten to d('ath, I would just
like to say that if you are not
smart enough to vote, you
shouldn't be allowed in the first
place. I'm sorry people, but
there are helpers at the polls,
there are instructions every·
where, and if you screw it up,
it's your fault.
So excuse me if I say you are
stupid if your \'Ote didn' t get
counted. Mine did, and I'm a
simple man who doe-sn't even
have an engineering degret>. l
still managed to figure out this
extremely simple process. You
either mark a box, pull a lever,
punch a card or push a button.
How complicated is that?
AI Gore, your 15 minutes are
up. It's over. Go home to Ten·
nessee or wherever they will
have you. You have succeeded
in only one thing. You ha\'C~
fmally invented something.
You have invented the 24-day
temper tantrum. Thank goodness history will finally recog·
nize you for something you
deser\'e: being the biggest crybaby in American history.

Brad Cecil is business mnnagcr for
"The Murray State Nl.'1.tiS."

In My

Opinion

BRAD
CECIL

"So EXCUSE
ME IF

I SAY

YOU

AR.E STUPID IF
YOUR VOTE
DIDN'T GET
COUNTED."
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Graduation time change irks some seniors

Final grades available
through mail, PIN system

BY

JASON YATES

EDITOR 1N CHIEf

like Western Kentucky University and the University 'of
Kentucky, use similar systems.
"Across the nation, as each
school did it, 8 or 9 percent
wanted them mailed the first
time, then it went down to 2
or 3 percent the next time
around," he said.
Bryan also said the PIN system works the same way
mailed grades work: if a student owes money to the University, he has to pay before
he has access to his grades.
SGA President Michael
Thome said he takes the
blame for not bringing Bryan
into meetings to discuss this
issue earlier.
"I think a lot of the concerns
that were raised would be
better if I had invited him to
the Senate meeting earlier,"
he said.

BY GREG STARK
A SSOCIATE EDITOR

After the mid-term meltdown caused by too many
students logging onto the Personal Information Network
system for their grades, the
University changed its policy.
''The grades are going to be
mailed this fall," Dean of
Admissions Phil Bryan said.
Bryan attended Wedn esday's Student Government
Association
meeting
to
answer questions about the
system.
Originally, final grades
were not going to be mailed
to students' homes; they
could have only been
accessed through the system.
That has changed.
The grades will also be
posted on the PIN system.
Bryan said other schools,

KERN ALEXANDER

University president

"J F THE TIME
AND DATE IS
NOT AGREEABlE,
THEY (STUDENTS)
ALWAYS HAVE THE
REGULAR
GRADUATION IN

MAY."

After years of studying, writing
papers and going to class, several
December graduates are upset their
college experiences will end nine
hours earlier than originally planned .
The students' displeasure arose after
Murray
State
administration
announced prior to Thanksgiving
break the December commencement
ceremony would take place at 10 a .m.
in the Regional Special Events Center.
A previous notification set the time
at 7 p .m., and many students already
made plans around the time.
University President Kern Alexander said he never approved the 7 p.m .
time, and the change was made to·"get
people here in daylight and get them
home by daylight."
Alexander said the P rovost and Academic Affairs office is always pressed
to set times, and notification was mistakenly distributed before the fina l
decision had been made.
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plaints have stemmed from reservations and travel plans that had to be
altered .
Thorne is also one of the students
affected by the change. He said his
mother had to alter her plans to ensure
she would arrive for the Saturday
morning ceremony.
"I've heard some families can't come

Alexander said December graduation ceremonies did not even exist
until 1998, and it is an optional ceremony. He said students upset with the
ceremony change have another option.
Said Alexander: "If the time and date
is not agreeable, they (students)
always have the regular graduation in
May.

HERE'S WHAT YOUR
NEIGHBORS ARE SAYING ABOUT
PEOPLE'S CHOICE MEAT AND SEAFOOD!

~~ecutting Edge ~f
1
I
1
I

"There was no date established that in, and I hate it because it is going to be
was firm," Alexander said. "There was the last experience some have as a stua preliminary notification that should dent," Thorne said. "It may leave a bad
have not gone out. 10 a.m. is the best taste in their mouths as an alum."
time, and I decided it was the best time ·
SGA was not the only place people
because of daylight hours."
expressed their displeasure.
Not everyone agrees with AlexanVice President of Student Affairs
der's decision. Heather Martin, senior
Don Robertson said his office had
from 'ta Grange, will miss guests who
receivep some complaints as well.
originally planned to attend the 7 p.m.
Most of them stem from pl~ne reservaceremony.
. tions.
"I am fine with the time change, but
"We're very sensitive to the situaI just wish they would have notified us
tion, and I think it is an unusual situaa lot earlier," Martin said.
Student Government Association tion," Robertson said. "We don' t want
President Michael Thorne said SGA to inconvenience anyone, but I think it
had received several complaints con- has caused some inconvenience for
cerning the change. He said most com- some students."
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GiH Certi-Ficates Available

N . 12th St .
in the Shoppes of Murray behind Cracker Barrel
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Con~ratulatlons to our new mem~ers!

STOCK UP & SAVE THIS WEEK!
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CHICKEN HELPER
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..
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Janelle Craig
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.
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Phone
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Fighting a cold?

-
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rozen
.Winter weather·

Car care essential
in cold weather

..

style combines
comfort, latest

BY BRANDl W IWAMS
ASSISTANT COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

fashions

The most important thing most students
own is their automobile. So what are students supposed to do to keep their vehicle
from being traumatized by winter
weather?
"You have to have your
antifreeze checked, that's the main
thing," said Ozzie McClure, owner of
McClure's Auto Repair.
Along
with
getting
the
antifreeze checked, he said people should
have
their
antifreeze changed every two
years. If it is not changed, it
could cause major damage
to the vehicle.
McClure said those who
cannot
get
their
antifreeze
changed,
should add a can of antirust.
"Antifreeze is an acid
and a lot of the time it will
create a white film around
the radiator causing it to stop
up,'' McClure said.
He said the anti-rust is reasonably priced and will keep the white film from building up
and causing problems.
"It's not a <;foliar or two dollars a can," McClure said.
Randy Hollingsworth, mechanic at 641 Super
Shell, said fluid levels, hoses and belts are important
things to have checked.
"You need to have belts and hoses checks to
make sure they are not soft and the belts are not cracked/'
Hollingsworth said.
Hollingsworth also said tires should be checked
for excessive wearing.
"Tires fluctuate when the weather changes back and forth, so
keep the tires checked," Hollingsworth said.
Hollingsworth said getting a car serviced in the w inter is important because existing problems have a tendency to intensify in the
harsh weather. He also suggested automobile owners to get their
cars .serviced at a place they trust.
"Make sure you have a good service job, not a 10-minute
quickie," Hollingsworth said. "When someone gives a 10 minute
look at it, that's all you're getting."
McClure agreed and said when he does service
jobs on vehicles, he checks everything.
"I don't let any cars go out until I know they got enough
antifreeze in it," McClure said. "If they don't pay for it, I give it
to them. A lot of the time they'll say, 'I didn't want any
antifreeze,' and I say, 'Well I gave you some anyway."'
But, McClure said a phone is the handiest thing to have
when on the road this winter.
Said McClure: "I got my wife one and told her if she has any
problems then call me and I'll just come out and fix it."

BY J ESSICA BYASSEE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

As cold weather brings the need for winter outerwear, students ponder the age-old
qtiestion: style or warmth?
"Wool is the best for warmth, but college-age students tend to go more for
style," said Natalie Shelton, sophomore f~m Dover, Tenn., and JC Penney sales associate.
This raises another question: Who
says what style is?
Shelton said female students on
the forefront of fashion lean to
the wild side with a mixture of
animal prints and leather.
Those wanting a tamer
approach wear pea 1
coats, primarily black.
"Women arc buying
a lot of pea coats and
leather,"
Shelton
said. "Black is the
dominant color."
Ginger Whittaker,
senior from Murray, \
and JC Penney sales
associate, offered her
perspective on winter attire for men.
"The coats made of microfiber were fast to go," Whittaker said. "Black
leather has also sold well."
Students whose style includes outdoor work opt for the trusty C.trhcHtt
jackets. Carharlt is know for tan colored outerwear, but navy, green .1nd red
have become popular qver the last few years.
While Carhartt tends to have a reputation for being stiff and less attractive,
many students depend on its durability. Alexander Young, freshman from
Christian County, is proud of his Carhartt.
'1 enjoy wearing a Carhartt jacket because they are warm, yet rugged enough
to handle outdoor activities," Young said.
Coats emblazoned with organizational insignia are often seen on campus.
From athletic to Greek affiliation, students wear jackets displaying their loyalties.
Allison Driver, junior from Paducah and Alpha Delta Pi member, said wearing
jackets are not only a source of warmth, but also of pride.
"Wearing organizational jackets is both special to the member and allows others to learn more about the organization," Driver said.
No matter if the coat is trendy, black leather or rugged, brown canvas, students
wiU be warm if the winter temperature drops below freezing for months at a
time.

J
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Common cure: rest, reduced stress may prevent illnesses
BY KRISTA MATHENY
STAff WRITER

The cold weather has an icy grip on
campus and many are beginning to
feel the effects.
Aside from bundling up in coats
and layers of clothing just to venture
outside, many students on campus are
starting to get sniffles and feel as foul
as the weather. Yet, the weather is not
the real reason behind students' ill-

nesses.
"There is a Jot of the flu e1nd strep
throat going around this time of year,"
said judy Lyle, health educator at
Health Services. "A lot of students like
to blame it on the weather, but it is
really caused by stress, which helps
lower immune systems."
Lyle also said the change of temperature in the buildings is a r,,ctor. Students put warm clothes on for outside
and then have trouble ad,lpting lo the

warmer temperature of the he,lted
buildings.
One student who is feeling the ill
t.•ffccts of U1"e flu se,tson is Dorothy
Gindlesperger, gr.1duate student from
Pittsburgh. She blamed the weather.
"1 thought I had a sinus infectiun
from my lack of sleep and the less than
desirable weather," she said. "I'm trying to remedy this by going to bed earlier ,md remembering to layer."
Gindlesperger said the warmer

buildings might make her feel worse.
" I try to add .1nd subtract my layers
of clothing as necessary for physical
comfort," she said.
Many students have different means
of ridding them~elves of the flu and
strep throat, :;uch as cough med icines
and a few other little-known remedies.
Lyle recommended using tradition,,, flu medications and other pain
relievers such as aspirin, Aleve and

cold medications like Nyquil. For
strep throat she suggests gurgling salt
water to help with the redness and
swelling.
Lyle warned against using the
"cure-all " medications rumored to
treat all different types of ailments.
"Usually those don't work," she
said. "Taking vitamins, like vitamin C,
to boost the immune system can help.
Also using echinacea, a herbal supplement, can help."
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FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

•Last day to
withdraw from
classes
• ExhibitionGroup BA/BS
Exhibition,
Upper Clara M
Eagle Art
Gallery.
• ExhibitionCarol Kumata
Exhibition, Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
• Recital- Brass
Chamber recital,
Performing Arts
Hall, 8 p.m.
Admission is
free.
• Scribes and
Vibes- Curris
Center SlUlSet
Strips, 9 p.m. to
midnight.

• ExhibitionGroup BA/BS
Exhibition,
Upper Ciara M.
Eagle Art
Gallery.
• ExhibitionCarol Kumata
Exhibition, Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
• Exam- LSAT
exam, Ordway
Hall room 206,
8:30a.m.
•Christmas
party- MSU Children's Christmas
Party, Curris
Center Rocking
Chair Lounge, 1
to3 p.m.
• Recital- Brass
Chamber recital,
Performing Arts
HaU,8 p.m.

• ExhibitionGroup BA/BS
Exhibition,
Upper Clara M.
Eagle Art
Gallery.
• ExhibitionCarol Kumata
Exhibition, Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
• Senior recitalPercussionist
Jason E. Munday,
Performing Arts
Hall, 3:30 p.m.
Admission is
free.
• Hanging of the
Green- Curris
Center, 6 to 7
p.m.
• Bible studyMurray Christian
Fellowship
house, 7 p.m.

• ExhibitionGroup BA/BS
ExhibitiOflt
Upper Clara M.
Eagle Art
Gallery.
• ExhibitionCarol Kumata
Exhibition, Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
•Concert- Wind
Ensemble Christmas Concert,
Lovett Auditorium,7 p.m.
Admission is
free.
•JHbJe studyChi Alpha, Curris Center
Theater, 9 p.m.

• ExhibitionGroup BA/BS
Exhibition,
Upper Clara M.
Eagle Art
Gallery.
• ExhibitionCarol Kumata
Exhibition, Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
•Exam-GED
exams, Ordway
Hall Lobby, 7:45
a.m.
•Christmas
party- MSU Staff
Christmas Party,
Curris Center
Small Ballroom, 9
to 11:30 a.m.
•ConcertE.A.R.S. concert,
Performing Arts
Hall,8 p.m.

• ExhibitionGroup BA/BS
Exhibition,
Upper Clara M.
Eagle Art
Gallery.
• ExhibitionCarol Kumata
Exhibition, Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
• ExaminationGED exams, Ordway Hall Lobby,
7:45a.m.
• BreakfastDecember
Graduation
Breakfast, Curris
Center Ballroom,
Ba.m.
•WorshipMurray Christian
Fellowship
house, 7 p.m.

•ExhibitionGroup BA/BS
Exhibition,
Upper Clara M.
Eagle Art
Gallery.
• ExhibitionCarol Kumata
Exhibition, Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
•Women's
basketballMurray State
versus Tennessee
State, Regional
Special Events
Center, 7 p.m.
Admission free
with Racercard.

Hanging of the Green
Theater department spreads Christmas joy
brings annual holiday mirth
8Y JENNIE RIPPERDA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

As Christmas approaches and the campus
BY WINDY MOHEAD
1

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Deck the Curris Center with
boughs of holly.
Murray State's Hanging of the
Green will be held on the Curris
Center second and third floors
Sunday at 6 p.m.
"This is one of the few things
that really pulls the campus
together," Levi Burkett, sophomore from Iuka, Ill., and Residential College Association secretary /treasurer, said. "It's a
great community bui.Jfi ...
Hanging of the Green is a
long-standing Murray State tradition, Burkett said.
"It's a great way for students
to get in_the Christmas spirit,",
RCA President Casey Godfrey,
senior from St. Charles, Mo.,
said.
w

"

Featured events include lighting the giant Christmas tree in
the Curris Center, reading of
favorite stories, such as "Twas
the Night Before Christmas;' and
plenty of hot chocolate and
cookies to go around.
The winner of the residential
college holiday decorating contest will be announced. First
prize is $250, second is $150 and
third is $100.
The RCA will award the spirit
flag to the college with the grent. est attendance.
A choir comprised of members
from the different residential
colleges will perform tmder the
direction of Hart College President Vanessa Johns, senior from
West Frankfort, 111.
"Everyone should come out
and hear them," Godfrey ,said.
"They're going to be great."

is decked with strands of evergreen, "The
Christmas Post" cast reminds its audience of

Christmas season joy through a story about
the power of faith in God.
"'The Christmas Post' is the story of one
woman, who, through trials and tribulations, finds her faith in God," said Director
Rush Trowell, senior from Louisville.
The fast-paced musical comedy is Trowell's Senior Directing 2 project. Trowell
plans to study theater in London next fall.
"The Christmas Post" cast rehearsed for
two months and includes students who
also appeared in "Pirates of Penzance," one
graduate student and several Murray High
School students.
"The first production I participated in,
'Hansel and Gretel,' was also at'Murray, so
I feel this is a special opportunity to be able
to appe.u in the Christmas Post here," said
Sarah Simmons, Murray High sophomore.
"The Christmas Post" is the story of Alice
Garfield, played by Amanda Register,
junior from Salem, Ill.
"Her husband died and she is working

Ryan Brooks/ The

New~

Alison Smith, sophomore from Hopkinsville; Adam Ellis, Murray High student; Mari·
ette Sydnor, sophomore from Elkton; and Jonathan Clark, Baptist Student Union
intern from Hopkinsville, sing "Keep the Faith" during ''The Christmas Post."
two jobs trying to get her kids that one special Christmas gift, "Regjster said. "She loses
faith and everyone tries to help her realize
what Christmas is all about."
"The Christmas Post" is tonight and Sdtur-

day night at 8, Sunday at 2 p.m. and Monday
at 5 p.m. in Wilson Hall 310B. General
admission is $7 general admission. Admission is free for Murray State students and
MSU season subscribers.
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Alpha Tau Omega would like to
congratulate the new initiates of the
G~mma Lambda pledge class.
I

Talking with a friend who's being beaten up by her husband will never be easy. We understand that you want

to

say just

tht> righr thing, injusr the rtghr ~ay. If you need help findin~ the rl~t words, call 1-800-END ABUSE and we'll send you

of every three murdered women 1s killed by her husband or boytriend. So your fritnd m1ghr not have the luxury of ume,
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R
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for Domestic Violence.

),

14ike Calef
Ma~~ stark

Kris Trogden
Albert Cartner

Family Violence
Pre\'emion Fund
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BY

MELISSA STONEBERGER
COlLEGE LIFE EDITOit

Velvet Wilson is a Student Support Services
success story.
Wilson, who has been legally blind since age
16, stayed in Murray after her graduation from
the University in 1984.
Wilson expected to get a job when she got out
of college, but she never expected to be the
director of the organization to which she credits
her success.
The Murray Transit System picks up Wilson
and her 10-year-old daughter, Callie, every
morning. The bus drops Wilson off at work and
Callie off at her car pool, much like Wilson
would do if she were able.
At work, Wilson uses a computer program
that reads her the text on the screen and the
print on her computer screen is larger than that
of her co-workers. Tools like these help her perfor~ her job at SSS.
SSS is a federally-funded program for students who have a disability, are first generation
college students or receive federa l financia l aid.
"We're a retention program," Velvet said .
"We try to be that support, that assistance, to
help (students) succeed."
Molly Young, SSS outreach specialist, said
one of the goals of SSS is to meet students'
, needs.
"We' re about developing a good relationship
with a student to help them out," Molly said.
Velvet said more than 4,000 students on cam-

This is the eighth in a series
titled 'rFocU$ on Ability.'' In
the past weeks, this series
feqtured the erpyd.ay
triumphs and struggles
of Murray State
students who live
with d~abilities.

In the final two
installments(.the series will
focus on the organizations·that
... help these students survive
tlteir college experience.

---- ------ --- - .
Su11set Boulevard Music

•

Laura Deaton/The News

Velvet Wilson, director of Student Support Services, helps J ennifer Thoma~ freshman from
Fancy Farm, use a computer. Wilson is able to perform her job despite being legally blind.
pus are eligible for the program, but funding
only allows 186 students to participate. She said
there are currently a few slots open. Only freshmen and sophomores may apply.
Kenny Erwin, sophomore from Hazel, said
SSS workers helped him accomplish many of his
goals.
"All of the members of the staff at Student

--=-o
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Support Services go out of their way to assist
you if you have a problem,'' he said.
Velvet said she has seen qualified students
turned down for a job because of their disabilities. She said she would like to see a focus on
abilities rather than limitations.
Said Velvet: ''Don' t harp on the thing you
can't do, but focus on the things you can."

STATE LINE WESTERN WORLD, INC.

I

#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Hours: Mon-Sat, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Phone: 753-0113
1 Block Fr o m M!iU Dorms
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Student Support Services offers understanding
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1842 STATE LINE RD. W.
HWY 893 WEST
HAZEL. KY 42049
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Bus: 270..492-6144
Fax: 270-492-6248
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LYNDA & LARRY WARD
BARRY WARD

VERNON~S

PAWN SHOP

" CA$H IN A FLA$H"

Casa del

Loans On Anything Of Value
We Tote The Note Auto Sales
Cars • Trucks • Guns • Knives • TV's
Stereos • Musical Equipment • Coins
Jewelry • Stamps • Baseball Cards
Antiques • Miscellaneous

Soutfiwestern ancf
lJ..[ative .9bnerican
lJ..[ativity Sets

29 Year Anniversary
713 S. 12 St. Murray

753·7113

9:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.

Roses are red, owlets are blue, an tl p agamma
Velta has a crush onJJou!
We all experience situations where a little extra money could make
life a lot easier. That's where we fit in. When you need cash, we're here
to help. At First American, you'll find friendly professional
service, cash that's easy, fast and confidential.
If you're employed and have an active checking
account we'll give you cash for your personal
check, then hold it until your next payday.•
The next time you need cash, come see m.
We've got the cash you need, when you need
it most.
Murray, KY:
506 N. 12th Street Suite F. .. ...753-1020
(~Plaza)

®

Need it Most.

Gallons/Half Gallons of Milk
2 Liter Pepsi Products
All 20 oz Soft Drinlu

$2.4911.59
89f.
89f.

Winter Specials
Coffee
I Of.
Any Size Fountain Drink

Cappuccino

49f.
49f.

Premium Cigarettes
Buy 3 packs & get a free lighter

Bring in this coopon.;;and receive a 2 oz
l
fountain drink for 29¢
With RacerCatd rec:elve ·3t
disco~nt on each,.g alloq
of gas purchased

·-------~·-------~~~~-

807 N . 12th St .
in f ront of Wai-Mart

L--~~~~~~~!~~~~~--~

The sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta would
like to cordially invite the following men
to their crush dance on Dec. 7 at Murray
Country Club from 9 p .m. - 1 a.m .
D o u g Akin
Jason Alb ritton
John Arrington
J osh Batley
Todd Bailey
Curtis Baker
M icah Bazzell
Brando n B eardsley
Jamie Berkeen
Terrell B lack
W ayne B l unk
Dave Bowles
Nathan Bowles
Nate Brooks
Barrett Brown
Zach B r own
Kyl e Burgess
A .J. Burnett
Aar on Bums
Seath Butts
M ic h ael Cansler
Dominique Carns
Albert Cartner
Chris C h andler
Kyle Congd on
Rob Cotthoff
Cullan Couleas
Ertc Crane
Brach Crider
Nick Dillon
Donnie Dixon
Ryan Domesclk
Gene Dough erty
Arron D u vall
Jere my Edwards
Ertc Epsey
Tom Eveland

Joe Ferguson
Derek Ferguson
Robbie Fitch
Brad Forrester
Rob Forry
Trent Garland
Nath an Garvin
Mike G ilkey
Shannon G Ukey
Jon Goad
David Greene
Scott Greene
Ben Gross
Beau Guest
Matt Hall
Clint Hampton
Billy Hansen
David Hatcher
Shaun Hayden
Bryan Hayse
Brad Heacox
Jay Heath
Jody Heath
Zach Heppner
Craig Hoffman
Tyler Jacobhu s
C lay Joiner
Chrls J u ng
Seth Kendrick
Jeff Kennedy
Chris Kinney
Anthony Lecou r
C layton Letgh
Dustin Lester
Ryan Little
Justin Locke
Kevin Lowe

Adan1. Lowery
Jeremy Majors
Matthew Mangtno
Michael Mangino
Travis Martin
Jay Math eny
Kip Mathus
Mtke M axwell
Doug M cCoure
Jon M cDaniel
Brad M cDon a ld
Eric M cEl roy
Doc M cGau ghey
John M cGeehee
David M ear s
Bryan M e u rer
Jason Mid kiff
Crusty M Hler
Ross M i ller
J osh M orris
Nat Morris
Ryan Mullins
Mike Nackey
Kye Nich o ls
Ertc o·Neill
Pete O'Rou r ke
Tomrny O liverio
Buzz Paul
Brad Paxton
Ryan Peabody
Trevor Pervine
John Pettit
Brandon Pope
Brandon Powell
Todd Powell
John David Poynor
Chad Price

~

Jace Rabe
B rian Rambo
Bobby Robinson
Joey Rodgers
Jaso n Rouse
B lake Row e
Tony Ryan
Bobby Sand ers
C hris Sand ers
Todd Satter field
Keith Sch a w acker
Jeff S cott
M a tt Seile r
C h ris S h umate
'Thomas Shwab
B r ad Simmons
S h a wn S m ee
John David Son
Shayne Stevens
J a mie Stockdale
Jason S t rode
Corey Sugg
Dustin Swayne
Brad Thomas
Jar ed T h omas
D r e w T hompson
M tch ael Thorne
B r ad Tomberlin
Reese Torrence
C linton T r evathan
Krls Trogd en
Brent Underhill
Nick Underwood
M r. Valentine
Matt W a l ker
Justin Watkins
Chris Watson
Rob Weatherly
Chris Wilh elm
Trent Wilson
Wade Wolfe
Joey W oods
Jon Wrtght
Larry W urth
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New Year's in the Big Easy
MSU flag football champions eligible for national tourney
ATQs win title for second straight year Hart defeats ATL1
in fin al minute

BY JASON BIWNGSLEY
SPOI!TS EDITOR

For the second straight year, Alpha
Tau Omega football team members
will spend part of their Winter Break
in the Big Easy.
ATO defeated The Outlaws, an
independent team, 26-20 in overtime
Tue5day night for its second,onsecutive Murray State flag football tournament win and an invitation to compete in the national flag football tournament Dec. 27 to 31 in New Orleans.
ATO defeated Regents College in last
year's title game.
The ATOs won in dramatic fashion
when quarterback Joey Rogers, junior
from Hopkinsivlle, found Richie
Edwards, senior from Benton, along
the right sideline on fourth down
inside the 10-yard line for the game
winning score.
"It was a nard fought game," ATO
coach Josh Bailey, senior from Hopkinsville, said. "It was close to the
Russ 0.1tes/The New~
end, that's the way you Like to see
T he O utlaws receiver Antwan Ellis, junior from Louisville, attempts to get past two ATO defenders in
championships played."
The Outlaws Coach Travis Tandy, the ATO's 26-20 over time victory in the men's flag football tournament championship on Tuesday night.
junior from Owensboro, agreed with the opening drive of the game. Then kinsville, who used his size to move penalty against the ATOs on The OutBailey on the quality of the game.
the- Outlaws were stopped on fourth past three or four ATO defenders.
laws fourth down attempt. The Out"Both teams did a good job," he and goal on their first possession of
On the ATO's next drive, The Out- laws got another shot from the five,
said. "How the game was played last the game when Rogers knocked laws l..es Grey. senior from l.exing- but the pass fell incomplete. Bailey
night was how it is supposed to be down a pass in the end zone.
ton, made an interception and was pleased with his defense's perplayed. Both teams played with a lot
After an interception in the second returned the ball down the right side- fom1ance.
of heart and emotion. If we had it all half by Ben Mitchell, sophomore from line for a touchdown. Tandy was
"It was a big stand by our defense
to do over agam, we wouldn't change Fulton, Rogers found Cansler on a sacked on the conversion attempt and because we held them for five plays
a thing we did on offense or defense." fade route to the back comer of the The Outlaws trailed by one with 3:50 instead of four," Bailey said. "lt was
Bailey said he expects the competi- end zone for a touchdown. and a 14-0 left in the game.
phenomenal because we held them
tion at the national tournament to be lead. Cansler said he and Rogers are
The Outlaws tied the game with 50 on fourth down at about the 10 and
as tough or tougher this year.
Like brothers.
seconds left. Tandy threw a pass got that penalty that moved the ball to
''We went down there last year and
"We think alike and have good tim- toward the left side to Grey, but the t~ five and we held them again."
playea the defending national cham- " mg down," Cansler saiCI. ..,.All ~ the ·• ballbOu~offhismesttoJermaine
Tandy said he thought
saW""a
pions in the first round," Bailey said. credit goes to him. He hits me in Bradley, senior from Louisv~le, who "seam in the end 1.orie on fourth down.
"You' re not going to play a bad team stride and all I have to do is catch it. ran down the left sideline for the
"We just wanted to play backyard
down there, they're aU pretty good.''
They switched to man-to-man rover- touchdown. The one-point conver- football there, everybody get open
ATO Receiver Michael Cansler, age on us, and me and Joey have con- sion attempt was good to force over- and I'll try to get it to them," he said.
senior from Hopkinsville, said last fidence that we can beat anybody time.
"I thought I saw a seam to get it to Les
year's trip was more about the experi- deep in man-to-man coverage."
"That was the best play I've even on the last play, but they knocked it
ence, which will hopefully translate
With Tcmdy at quarterback, The seen in flag football," Tandy said. "I down."
into a victory this year.
The ATOs gained possession at the
Outlaws marched down field on a don't know how the ball bounced to
"Last year we were pretty satisfied methodical nine-play drive to pull Bradley off of Les, but Jermaine did a 20-yard line, needing a score to win
just getting there,'' he said. ''Now, we within seven. The score came on a great job of catching the ball and run- the game. On fourth down at about
want to win a couple of games."
screen pass to offensive lineman ning into the end zone."
the 10-yard line, Rogers found
The ATOs started the scoring on Damedrix Thomas, junior from HopIn the overtime, the officialS called a EdwardS for the winning touchdown.

he

Jesse Ventura should
reconsider XFL job
Sports Talk

jASON
BIUINGSLEY
"IF V ENTURA
HAS THE TIME
TO BALANCE HIS
GOVERNING
AND
COMMENTATING
DUTIES, THEN
HE NEEDS TO

WRITE A BOOK
ABOUT THAT. "

The new Xtreme Football League has
found its color commentator for its
weekly NBC Saturday night football telecast, and as with anything Vince McMahon does, it was controversial.
League officials announced Minnesota
Gov. Jesse "The Body" Ventura as the
color commentator for the weekly Saturday night contest on NBC.
I have been a fan of Ventura for several Yl'ars. I respect his careers as a Navy
Seal and pro wrestler. I congratulated
him in this paper when he won the 1998
Minnesota gubernatorial election.
But I believe this is one extracurricular
job Ventura should not have taken.
First, Ventura received heat for writing
an autobiography after a couple of
months in office, then there was the
guest referee job for the 1999 WWF Summerslam main event in Minneapolis. I
did not see the ethical probleiD$ others
saw in these one-time things.
But with this weekly job of commentating football, Gov. Ventura has gone
too far and should re:onsider his decision. The job would take too much time
away from Ventura's political duties. Hl'
would have to Spt.'nd some time reviewing team rosters and notes so he would
be competent with his knowledge of the
teams during the game.
My question is what happens if there is
a state emergency, such as a huge blizzard, on a Saturday night? Does he really have the time to be both thl' Minnesota governor and announce for an upstart
football league? I don't think he has
answered those questions dearly.
If Ventura has the time to balance his
governing and commentating duties,
then he needs to write a book about that.

Jason 8illi11gslt•y is the sports cditorfor "The
Murray State News. "

\

BY SAM A GUIAR
ASSISTANT SPOI!TS EDITOR

ln a flag football bJttle pitting the top sorority against
the top residential college,
Hart College prevailed over
AJpha Gamma Delta in a 2118 thriller in the tournament
championship Tuesday night.
But the game was tight
from the opening kickoff witl1
the Gam.s leading tl1e rniljority of the SL">Cond half. Trailing
18-14 with 1:38 remaining in
the contest, Hart found itself
in a first and goal situation.
After two consecutive sacks
by the Sq~ls, Hart quarterback Jill Irwin, senior from
Benton, found receiver J:Nsirae Bollinger, freshm,m from
Sedgewickville, Mo., in the
endzone for the gCtme-winning touchdown. The ball
was initially ruled incomplete
by the side judge after it hit
the ground, but the referees
conferred and reversed the
call.
With the victory, Hart
advances to the national tournament in New Orleans on
Dec. 26.
"We're very happy with the
win," Hart Coach Kyle Gorman,
sophomore
from
Boonville, Ind., said. "The
g"dffie was so dose and I was
nervous the entire~cond
half. We can't wait to go to
New Orleans and I think it'll
be a blast for the team. We
didn't even tell the girls about
the trip until ha.lhvay through
the season, and I think that
gave them some motivation."
Hart coaches were pleasantly surprised with the
team's
improvement
throughout the season.
"The team only had one

,,u

pras:tice
year and it was a
scrimmage at the beginning
of the season against the Hart
guys' team," Gorma n said.
"Uut we got better in each
game w e played and it ended
up wi th a ch.tmpionship.''
Irwin led Lhe Ravens in the
title game with three touch·
do wn passes and a fo urth
d own car ry to the goal line
la te in the first half to set up
firs t and gl)J I.
Bollinger W clS also crucial
to the victory as s he scored
the first to uchdown of the
game on a leng th of the field
inte rception return.
"I'm so happy with the
way we played," Irwin said.
" Daphne Dixon a nd Desirae
Bollinge r made so m e great
receptions a t the end o f the
game. This was the closest
game we were in this year
and I thought it was a great
ending to the season."
Re beccn Francis, junior
from Bridgeton, Mo., led the
Gams w ith two to uchdown
passes and a rughing score.
Joanna Kind, senior from
Murray, a lso contributed to
the Cams effo rt w ith an
inte rception in the second
half that led to the Squirrels
fi rst lead of the contt~st.
By winning the title, Hart
fmished the season with a
10-l record. Its only loss was
to Whit~ College, but the
Ravens a venged tha t defeat
with a 2{)-() shuto ut of the
G reat White Sharks in the
tournament semifina ls.
The Squ irrels finished the
year a t 8-2 a nd took a 46-44
lc,td over Alpha Sigma
Alpha in the All-Sports
Sorority points s tandings.

Spencer leads run to victory for Racers
MurTay State 80
UC-Colorado
Springs 73
RECORDS: MURRAY

STATE

2-0,

UC-COLORAOO
SPRINGS 0-4
KEY P~YERS:

ISAAC SPENCER,

30

POINTS, EIGHT
REBOUNDS; CHRIS
SHUMATE, 19

POINTS.
COMMENTS: ~~

WANTED TO l£T Tl-<E
GUYS KNOW THEY
COULD COUNT ON
Mf WHEN WE NEEDED

SOMEONE TO STEP

UP." ..SPENCER, ON
LEADING THE

24·5

RUN THAT GAVE THE

RACERS A 12..f'OlNT
lEAD AT HAlfTIME.

BY TIM ALSOBROOKS
STAFF WRITER

Despite committing 22 turnovers, the
Racers managed to stay perfect on the season by beating University of ColoradoColorado Springs 80-73 Tuesday night at
the Regional Special Events Center:
Coach Tevester Anderson took the win,
but wasn't happy with the way the team
played.
"They were a pesky team and we let
them get some easy buckets," Anderson
said. "We shot the ball well, but our shot
selection was questionable."
The teams traded baskets at the beginning. With 16:32 remaining in the half, the
Racers took a timeout and found themselves down to the Mountain lions 11-7.
"Their team spread the floor well and
gave our young defense some trouble
early on," Anderson said. '"This game was
an excellent experience for us bt'<'ause we
are goil'\g to see some teams that play with
the same style later on."
Colorado Springs built its largest lead,
23-16, with just less than nine minutes left
to go in the first half. Then the Racers,
sparked by three straight buckets from
Issac Spencer, senior from Montgomery,
Ala., went on a 24-5 run to lead the Mountain Lions 40-28 at intermission.
"I wanted to let the guys know they
could count on me when we needed someone to step up," Spencer said. ''1 forced
some Shl1ts and tried to create a few
options for our offense."
MSU built its largest lead at 57-39 with
about 11 minutes left in th.e game, but the
Mountain lions went on a 12-1 run to cut
the lead to seven.
"With a young team I think you have
scoring droughts like that," Spencer said.
"The guys just have to realizt• that our
offense is a big weapon and we have got to
keep scoring throughout the game."
The Racers pushed :.~head with 2:14left,
but with 17 seconds left in the game, Col-

orado Springs had climbt->d to within five,

76-71.
Spencer, the game's leader scorer, finished with 30 points, eight rebounds and
two blocked shots, and iced the win for
Murray State by sinking five straight free
throws in the last 15 seconds of the game.
Ray Cunningham, senior
from
Louisville, made his return to the Racer
line-up by coming off the bench to contribute two points. Teammates believed
his presence was more of a mental help to
them.
"It felt great having Ray out there with
us," Spencer said. "Nobody wants this
team to win more than he does."
The Racers will now embark on a tough
December schedule that includes six of the
eight games on the road with trips to University of Alabama-Birmingham, University of Louisville, University of Colorado
and University of Nebraska. Tomorrow
the Racers travel to Detroit-Mercy.
"I haven't got a clue what to expt..>ct by
taking a young team like this on the road,"
Andersorr said. "Detroit is a strong team,
but hopefully the best will come out of our
team when our backs are against the wall."
Chris Shumate, sophomore from
Louisville, contributed 19 points to the latL'St victory, and he said the Dt-cember
schedule is a big key to U\e team's success.
"Things get tough on the road so we
have to pull together as a team if we want
to win," Shumate said. "A tough non-conference road schedule will help us gel and
get ready for those big OVC games in January and February."
Spencer agrt-'eS on the importance of ,..~~
doing well during this stretch, but hl' said
they can rise to the challenge.
" Road games are great because you get
to hear a hostile crowd and you can feel the
intensity," he said. "Detroit came here last
year and played us close and we beat them
K,ml Rubec.k/Tiw News
on ESPN, so you know they'd like to
return the favor. But I think we can step up Isaac Spencer, senior from Montgomer)~
and dowell."
Ala., scored 30 points on Tuesday night.
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OVC ACtiOn

...............

buc Sl'ft'~er,
Megan Fuqua
lsaac~r

Nor. 21

andM~Fuqua

SEll) 72

a...... an

are .in th1$ week's

'Racer Sportlight.

Spencer, senior
from Montgomety,
Ala., led the Racers with 30 points
in their 8()..72 victory over the University of
Colorado at
Colorado Springs
on Tuesday night.
He was the
OVC Preseason
Co-Player of the
Year..
Fuqua, freshman from Begg~
Okla., averaged
16 points, 4.5
~bounds, three
steals and 2.5
assists for the
Lady Racers in
the All Coca-Cola
Billiken Classk
Tournament last
weekend in St.
Louis.
She was named
to the All-Tournament team and
was also named
the Ohio Valley
Conference Freshman of the Week
for her perfor-

mance.

Fastfltd
On Dec. 4, 1999,
the MSU Racer
basketball team
defeated ~troit
Mercy before a
home crowd of
5,023 at the
Regional S~ial
Events Center,
The game was
televised nationallyonESPN.
pource; h1SU Sports

lnfQrmation

Clarification
The Terrence Tillman profile and
intramural story from the Nov. 17 issue
of "The News" could not be viewed as
promoted. Because of the new server,
direct links to each section do not work,
but the standard www.thenews.org
address is working. Copies of the stories can be obtained at 111 Wilson Hall.

MSU football to open 2001
season at Mississippi

·

Murray State will open the 2001 football season at the University of Mississippi, Racer Head Coach Joe Pannunzio
announced last week.
The game will be Saturday, Sept. 1,
2001 in Oxford, Miss. The game-time
has not been set, but Pannunzio said he
expects it to be a night game.
In the last three seasons, the Racers
have played games each season against
Division I programs: Brigham Young
University in 1998, University of Wisconsin in 1999 and Middle Tennessee
State University in 2000.

Racers place 14 members
on AII-OVC football teams
Murray State's football team had 14
representatives on the 2000 All-Ohio
Valley Conference football team.
League officials announced the teams
Nov. 21.

Men's Basketball
Standings
ovc Overall
MSU
0-0
Morehead 0-0
APSU
0-0
SEMO
0-0
0-0
UTM
EKU
0-0
EIU
0-0
1TU
0-0
TSU
0-0

2-0
2-0
4-1
4-2
2-1
2-1
2-2

1-3
1-4

The Racers were led on the first team
by Michael Slater, junior from Vicksburg, Miss.; Beau Guest, senior from La
Grange; and Jai Williams, senior from
Eldorado, Ark.
Stewart Childress, freshman from
Princeton; Mario Riley, sophomore from
Colorado Springs, Colo.; Garner Byars,
sophomore from Louisville; Josh McKeel, junior from Murray; Josh Foster,
sophomore from Lawton, Okla.; and
Philip Wasson, junior from Greenville,
Miss., were all named to the second
team.
Terrence Tillman, senior from Memphis; Jilon Van Over, senior from Walnut, Calif.; Brian Bivens, sophomore
from Henderson; and Clint Parker,
sophomore Cedar Grove, Tenn., were
aU selected as All-QVC Honorable Mentions.

Men's basketball announces
ticket policy for Louisville game
The MSU athletics department
announced today its ticket policy for
the Dec. 21 game at the University of
Louisville.
Because of a limited number of tickets
available for sale throught the MSU
ticket office, Racer fans are asked to call
the ticket office with requests. To
request tickets, call 762-4895 and give
your name, the number of tickets being
requested and credit card information.

The deadline for requesting tickets is
Wednesday, Dec. 13 and tickets may be
picked up at the MSU ticket office on
Monday, Dec. 18. Cost of a single ticket is $18 as dictated by the University of
Louisville.

f1oltda standout Borden signs
national letter of intent with MSU
Murray State University's men's basketball program announced the first
member of the 2001-02 recruiting class
with the signing of Mark Borders of
O rlando, Fla.
Borders, a 6-1, 185-pound point guard
from Dr. Philips High School, signed his
national letter of intent Nov. 15. He
enters his senior season ranked No. 17
of all senior basketball players in Florida and No. 1 among Orange County
point guards.

Lady Racen suffer blowout
loss to No. 23 Vanderbilt
The Vanderbilt Lady Commodores
proved to be too much of a test for the
Lady Racers as the team fell99-52. For
the game, MSU was outshot 61 percent
to 27 percent from the field and was
outrebounded 42-34. Vanderbilt is
ranked 23rd in the nation.
The Lady Racers return home Sunday to face Southeastern Conference
member Mississippi at 2 p.m.

Racer volleyball places three
Individuals on AII-OVC teams
The volleyball team placed three individuals on All-Qhio Valley Conference
teams.
Outside hitter Jessica Wood, junior
from Colorado Springs, Colo., was
MSU's lone representative on the second team.
Outside hitter Carrie Potthast, freshman from St. Rose, Ill., and outside hitter Jennifer Trame, sophomore from
Highland, fll., both earned spots on the
All-Newcomer team.
The Lady Racers feU to Eastern Illinois, 3-1, in the first round of the OVC
Tournament.

Fuqua eams OVC honor
for performance In St. Louis
Murray State Lady Racer point
guard Megan Fuqua, freshman from
Beggs, Okla., was named Ohio Valley
Conference Freshman of the Week
Fuqua's performance was essential
in the Lady Racers 77-66 first-round
victory over Norfolk State in the Lady
Billiken Classic. She scored 22 points,
hitting five-of-seven
three-point
attempts. Fuqua was also named to
All-Tournament team.

Sports Briefly is compiled by Sam Aguiar,
sports editor.

assistat~t

Men's Basketball

Women's IIIIUtball

Men's Flq Football

Schedule

Schedule

Tournament

Satvd.ay
~ li:Anludr.y •• Ohio Sb~. 3 p.m.
M1111'ay Stolt at Dttroii·Mttty, ~p.m.
Al.lllln P,ay at Indian. S~. 6:0S p.m.

l ! u l l - Sea• ., ~- 6:30p.m.
Eat!lrm Dlanoil at Atu..- $btoo, 7 p.m.
l!utem Mldll&an at T - Tt<h, 7 p.m.
Wright Slabt at T - Sute, 7 p.m.
Dec. •
o.kW>d City at Austin P,ay, 1 p.m.
Wtbtlrr at UT·M•rtlll. 7 p.m.
T . . , _ Slalt al Wlchlto Sl.uo,7 p.m.
Dtc.S
W-JI:Anludr.y 11 ~urny Sb:lr. 7 p.m.
Soullwn lllinclo •• ~ "'-"'· 1 p ....
Ev-ult 11 EMttrn lllinoiJ. 7, p.~n.
l!ulrm K.ntucky"' ,.,tudcy, 1 p.m.

ovc
EKU
0-0
liTM
0-0
1TU
0-0
EIU
0-0
MSU
0-0
APSU
0-0
SEMO
0-0
Morehead 0-0
TSU
0-0

Overall
3-1
3-1
2-2
2-2
2-3
2-3
2-3
1-3

0-4

Toalpt
£utrm IJilncb at Kanoas. 5 p.m.
Ea.... Kentud<y va. Memphis. p.a
T . . . - Sblt va. T - A~<arpus
OviJII, 5 p.m

s

Oec.2

ManhHd n Elan."'-""'
l!utern Jlllnolo 11 KilnN• Tournament, 12
or3 p.m.
UT·Martln at UNC Wilmington. 3 p.m.
Indiana State at Tt'Mt- Tech, 4:30p.m.
l!ullrrn t:enl\ldy at Rial Tounwment. S
«7p.m.
T....- Sl111r 111«1,_, Slallr
TIIUINIIWN. S or 7 P-IS\.
OK. 3
~ vs.

~

n. FlmNI\ dtl l.ld>cb 011 AlpM. 19-IJ
(OT)

n. Outlawt ~r. Whillr. 7-6
Alpha Tau~ .W. AJpba Sip&Plll,26-13
TN Mand-,.01 dtl. Hart 2l·U

S..lfl••••

Tournament
QowtrtfbWa
AlphA <;...nm.. Oett~ d~r. ~. 1 ..,
EIW!..th .Jrl, Alph.t Omicron Pi. 8-7
White del. !Ut<trr, 27·19
H•rt d~. Clark. 32.0

~ 0\ttlaWI ~(. flftmen. ~

Alpha Tau Omeaa ~1. ~ Mandlngoe,

.13-13

o ...ptono~~tp
Alph.t Tau Oftwaa del. 1lw Oullawt, •:.o
ton

HJsh Point.,_.

UT-M.rtln ol UNC WUmlnpJn
Toumom.nt,t2or2p.m.
Ml"'-ippl•t Mumy St.ltr, 2 p.m.
AuJtil\ hayot Mod.Jie T -, 3 p.m

T-Ted1atlowa$b~, Sp.m.

Women's
Flag Football

Salll.fl•all
Alph.t Camm• Dell• def. Eliubeth. 2Hl
Hart dol Whill', »-0
CU.pl01111lip
IWt def. Aipho Wmlll• Delta, 21-18

Mw.21

DUll
w.-...78

IAyola-Chlcap 78

F73

I!#IW· 28
MSUIO

Colando Sprinp 73

K-.St.AJ9

TSUe7 ron
EKU70
c.pital81

,..a

........1
UI'M 48
..._ Vllley St. 83

SEMOn

au 101
......... 77

"-'• •••et~ta~
Nfw.28

EKU87
~ 82

Vlllderbllt 99

MSU52
EIU74
........ 72

w. Cwollna 67
11U59
Austin Pely 95
Aa.b~~n~A&M71

.....omb61
SEM080

nua1
IIU 74
Source:~

Shaun Anthony Hosl(inson
Due't1.ea1. !JOU 1-oon will fl!J
,

c;/f-nd once a9ain well 1-a!J 9oodb!Je
,

!But hea'tt to hea'tt we ll alwa!J 1- be

Be safe baby.
- Julz
l

i
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Lady Racers claim second place
in Coca-Cola Lady Billiken Classic
our main problem at this time last season. So this week in practice, we've run
numerous drills underneath the basket."
The Lady Racer offense performed
well against St. Louis, shooting 45 percent from the field and 56 percent from
three-point range.
Monika Gadson, senior from Birmingham, Ala., led the team with 18 points
and six rebounds. Liz Stansberry, senior
from Bargersville, lnd., also made a solid
contribution with 10 points and ~ven
assists.
The Lady Racers play host to Ole Miss,
a Southeastern Conference team ranked
No. 37 in the nation, on Sunday at 2 p.m.
But Fields said he does not consider
the matchup with the Lady Rebels to be
the most important game of the week.
"It doesn't happen too often that you
get to host a SEC school," Fields said.
"However, our most important game is
Thursday when we begin OVC play
against Tennessee State.
"AU of these non-conference games are
played only to gear us for the conference," he said. "That's the most important thing and we're excited about our
chances."
For the score of the Lady Racers game
¥ersus Vanderbuilt on Wednesday,
please see page 12.

BY SAM A GUIAR
AssiSTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Lady Racers took second place in
the Coca-Cola Lady Billiken C lassic on
Friday and Saturday in St. Louis.
In the first round, MSU rebounded
from a slow start to defeat Norfolk State

77-66.
EDDIE fiELDS

Lady Rac9r H98d
Coach

" IT DOESN'T
HAPPEN TOO
OFTEN THAT YOU
GET TO HOST A
SEC SCHOOL
(OLE M ISS).
HOWEVER, OUR
MOST IMPORTANT
GAME
(NEXT WEEK) IS
THURSDAY WHEN
WE BEGIN OVC
PlAY AGAINST
TENNESSEE
STATE."

TI1e Lady Racers trailed 55-SO with 8:38
remaining in the contest, but went on a
19-7 run to seal the contest.
"Our offense played really well in the
second half of the game for us," Lady
Racer Head Coach Eddie Fields said. "It
was a really big win for the team."
Megan Fuqua, freshman from Beggs,
Okla., led the Lady Racer comeback with
22 points, including 16 in the second half.
She hit five of six three-point attempts
and also had a game-high four steals.
"She is only a freshman and will continue to improve for us," Fields said.
The championship game against St.
Louis University was too tough a challenge for MSU, as they fell 73-62.
The Lady Billikens (3-Q) won the game
on the boards, out rebounding the Lady
Racers (2-3} 18-5 on the offensive end and
40·25 overall.
"We did a horrible job reboundiog/'
Fields said. "It scares us because this was

TO
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Previous Week's Record
Overall Record

8·7

8-7

7-8

8-7

117-64

11 3-68

117-64

113-68

GAME
Denver at New Orleans

Denver
Miami
T am. . Bay
Cincinnati
Washington
St. Louis
Atlanta

Denver
Miami

Ta111Pa Bay
Arizona
Washington
St. Louis
Atlanta
Tennessee

Oakland
San Francisco
Indianapolis
Jacksonville

San Francisco
N.Y. Jets
Jacksonville
Green Bay
Kansas City

Chicago
Kansas C ity

New Orleans
Buffalo
Tampa Bay
Cincinnati
Washington
St. Louis
Atlanta
Tennessee
Oakland
San Francisco

New Orleans
Miami

Dallas
Arizona
Washington
St. Louis
Atlanta
Tennessee
Oakland
San Francis~'O
Jndianapolis
Jacksonville

Indianapolis
Jacksonvil le
Chicago
Kansas City

Green Bay
New Englanc.l

Jason Blllingsley/Th9 News
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Don't forget Santa's coming to
downtown Murray this Saturday.
Don't miss the Christmas parade!
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Regents B Flag Football Team

Support

Congratulations to the
best 3-3 flag football
team on campus.
We had a great
season with two
last second endings.
I'm proud of you guys.

The College Fund.
Call I-800-332-UNCF.
The College FuncWNCF
, - ~- ---.10-.

Maybe Pregnant?
Your Coach,
The Champ

Caring, confidential help.

(~ LIFEHOUSE 753-0700
\~

www.LHousc.org
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SHIELD:
Financial problems
stop other yearbooks
From Page 1
reputation in 1999.
"Last year marked a turning point in
the yearbook because the staff committed to improving the book and making
it more exciting in the content, layout
and design," Landini said.

APPLEBEE'S:
'Wet' vote passage
key for restaurant

Because of this commitment, "The
Shield" received two national awards
during the annual College Media
Advisers Inc. Student Media Design
contest.
Murray State is not the only university experiencing funding problems.
Dannie Harrison, dean of the College
of Business and Public Affairs said a
number of universities have had to
quit producing yearbooks, and that it
could happen here, too.
"The dean and economist in me says
if 'The Shield' is not paying for itself,

SPREADHEADS:
Fans reminisce
at many concerts

From Page 1
as of this moment we don't have a spe-

cific date as to when we would begin
construction or open our doors there,"
he said.
Hilliard said the restaurant referendum passage Nov. 7 was the main factor that convinced the company to consider Murray.
"The wet vote is critical to us because
Applebee's restaurants do sell alcoholic
beverages, and we've never opened one
in a dry county," he said. "Murray is in
our territory and we've liked the community as a whole, but until the wet
vote was determined, it did not qualify."
Thomas and King operates 73 Applebee's restaurants in the United States,
including establishments in Paducah,
Owensboro, Evansville, Ind. and Carbondale, m.

From Page 1
good, loving and open-minded,"
he said between drinks. "They
have a free spirit."
Knotty was not the only one with
alcohol. Vendors were selling coolers of beer, and several people
were carrying cans in the parking
lot.
Many followers of WSP make
their living by selling merchandise
such as T-shirts, glass work and
other knickknacks at the concerts.
Brent Thompson and his partner
Julit!, who did not want to give her
last name for security reasons, sell
hand-blown glass work to pay for
their house in Asheville, N.C.
"Some people sell things to support themselves on the tour,"
Thompson said. "Some people sell
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then we need to consider if it's viable,"
he said. "I view this as a University
publication, and if the University as a
whole feels we should continue to publish 'The Shield,' then they should support it financially."
Although he does not like the idea of
losing the yearbook, Harrison said it
may happen if no help is received.
"You hate to lose traditions, but
maybe you start new traditions," he
said.
But Landini said losing the yearbook
tradition would hurt Murray State. She

drugs, they get busted."
Julie is a veteran when it comes
to following bands. She said she
followed the Grateful Dead from
1986 until they broke up. She said
there was not much difference
between WSP and the Grateful
Dead.
"The energy is the same," she
said. "There's a lot of good kids
out here. It's like coming home
whenever you go to a concert."
The family-like atmosphere was
apparent as Spreadheads met each
other, caught up on their lives and
reminisced about old times.
Another ceramic drum vendor at
the concert, Chad Schott, a former
student at MSU, set up shop in
front of the Curris Center in the
afternoon. He then moved his tent
to the RSEC and was told to pack
up by a representative of the band.
To compensate, Schott walked
around playing a Didjeridogs, a
flute-like instrwnent, to advertise.
"Man that's just bull," he said.
"The police were kind to me, but

said the yearbook is a vital part of the
University because it gives the history
of an academic year from the students'
point of view and can serve as an
excellent recruiting tool for high school
students interested in corning to Murray State.
Harrison said a request was sent to
the Provost's office "to evaluate the situation and let us know how to proceed."
Provost Gary Brockway will decide
if the University is going to financially
support "The Shield." He will meet

that guy was an asshole."
Security was tight at the concert.
Police officers and Racer Patrol
were prevalent as they made their
rounds by the Spreadheads.
Elisa Doctorman, freshman from
Unionville, Ill., said she saw a
policeman ask a vendor who was
selling glass work to leave.
"The cop hit the guy's blanket
and broke a pipe," she said. "It
exploded on the guy and he just
brushed it off and asked if he was
going to buy it and the cop said
no."
Despite the high police activity,
few arrests were made. Several
people were escorted out of the
concert by police, but they were
not in handcuffs.
"There's always been an element
of police presence at the venues,"
Julie said. "We need to learn to
police ourselves and eventually
they will realize that they don't
have to be there. They aren't the
bad guys, and we aren't the bad
guys."

with Williams next Tuesday.
"I really don't know the direction
(the issue) will go at this time," Brockway said. "We certainly would love to
preserve the history and tradition of
'The Shield,' and think it is important
to current and future graduates."
He said he understands increased
production costs has made it difficult
for "The Shield" to generate sufficient
revenue.
"That is the point now," Brockway
said. "Who pays the difference, and
how much is that difference?"

CONCERT:
Fans follow Widespread
for love of performances
From Page 1
Jacksonville, N.C., said.
Most fans of the group claim it is the love of the
music that keeps them coming back.
''You just lose it," said Courtney Jeffreys, Jackson, Miss.,who has been following the band for
about a year. "They take over your heart and
soul."
Ben Boswell, aka The Boz, from Memphis, Tenn.,
has seen the group perform more than 130 times.
"It is the best rock and roll band on the planet,"
Boswell said.
Murray State student Tara Bird, senior from Gerrin, ill., said she thought more people would tum
out for the show, but not necessarily people from
this area.
Bird's opinion was shared by many people, but
she was glad Widespread came anyway.
"It's good to see a show like this come to Murray, even though they (the city of Murray) doesn't
understand what's going on."
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MSU students will have the opportunity
to win tuition for one semester
by making a half court shot!
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Commencement Reception

Carillon Concert

Regional Special Events Center

Dr . Stephen Brown, carillonn eu r, will play
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center's 111-bell
Schulmerich Carillon. Visitors may enjoy
the concert from any outdoor location on
campus.

At the con clu s ion of the cer em on y, the
audience is invited to a reception on the
upper con cou rse. The reception is h osted
by the Academic and Residential Colleges.

Lee Clark College
Graduation Dinner
Curris Center T-Room

Lee Clark Residential College graduates
and the Clark College Council will be
treated to a graduation dinner. Guests
may attend at an additionalfharge to
benefit the Clark Scholarship Fund.

,
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Cunis Center Ballroom

6:00P.M. - 8:00P.M.

0

9:00A.M.

•~·$.,.,.
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Senior Breakfast
This traditional event honors graduating students and retired faculty and
staff. Candidates for graduation are
encouraged to attend.
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Morra

9:00A.M.

2:00P.M.

Graduating Students Assemble

Nursing Recognition Ceremony

Regional Special Events Center

Lovett Auditorium

Graduating students pick up n ame card s
at tables inside the RSEC lobby {Gate A)
and line up inside the RSEC. Marshals
will coordinate the procedure.

A recognition ceremony for all nursing
graduating seniors and masters' students.

]0:00A.M.

Commencement Exercises and
Investiture Ceremony
Regional Special Events Center

2

l.
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